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SYNOPSIS
 

« You Can’t Write a Letter »

Julien and Nina sign a pact with the universe: they must 
enjoy  life,  whatever  the  cost.  Will  that  decision  lead 
them to happiness, or to their disappearance?

Julien et  Nina établissent  un pacte avec l'univers :  il  doivent  
profiter  de  la  vie,  quel  qu’en  soit  le  prix.  Cette  décision  les  
mènera-t-elle au bonheur, ou au contraire à leur disparition ?



THE PROJECT

« You can’t write a letter » / France / 2013 
VISA 135 866 / HD Red / 1,77 / 85 min / Color / 2.0

« You can’t write a letter » is a lovely declaration  
about the repercussions of fusional love, sent out  
with poetry and imagination.
Facing a gigantic amount of difficulties in making  
such a movie, the project progressed solely thanks  
to an unconditional love for words and filming.

The main character,  Julien, is a rather untalented 
and  profoundly  misunderstood  film  director, 
whom we follow between Paris and the south of 
France. When in Paris, Julien tries to live a life as 
full and intense as possible; but when he decides to 
go south, his own reality and the mediocre movie 
he could have made get confused.

As  for  today,  «  You  can’t  write  a  letter  »  is  a 
strong though fragile  film; like a newborn angel 
waiting to fly towards the screens.

THE DIRECTOR

Guillaume  Levil  has  directed  a  few  short  films 
which were shown all over France and abroad. “La 
vieille  dame  qui  ne  souriait  plus”,  a  12-minute 
movie, was thus selected for more than 60 festivals 
and got 17 international awards. 

Click here to see the trailer of this short film

 

Born in Provence, Guillaume Levil likes shooting 
in  the  south  to  catch  the  light  that  inspires  him 
from lands of many tales and legends. As a true 
lover of Capra’s and Pagnol’s work, he gives away 
images as story-teller,  not to escape reality but to 
celebrate it differently.

www.guillaumelevil.fr

http://www.guillaumelevil.fr/
http://www.dailymotion.com/swf/video/xtsf2k_the-old-lady-who-wouldn-t-smile-anymore-teaser-la-vieille-dame-qui-ne-souriait-plus-bande-annonce_shortfilms


THE ACTORS

Stefen Eynius stars as Julien, a young day-
dreaming  filmmaker  who  wishes  to  free 
himself from all straitjackets.

Sophie  Guyard  is 
Nina, a feminine and 
fragile  being  in 
search  for  feelings 
and illusions.

Philippe  Nicaud  is  The  Italian,  a  lonesome  man  lost  in  the 
Provencal immensity.    

He has also starred in “Quand je serai star” by Patrick Mimouni 
along  with  Arielle  Dombasle,  and  in  “L’étrange  gâchis”  by 
Laurent Jarrige.

Colette Kraffe is Louise, a tragic and eternally enamored woman.

She  has  also  starred  in  “Grâce  de  Monaco”  by  Olivier  Dahan, 
alongside Nicole Kidman, and “Au bout du conte” by Agnès Jaoui 
along with Jean-Pierre Bacri.

  

Céline  Spang  is  Claire, 
Louise’s child of shame, 
exiled in Paris.

She  has  also  starred  in 
“Vivre  !”  by  Yvon 
Marciano, and “Entre les 
murs”  by  Laurent 
Cantet.

Alix Bénézech is The Reader, an angel fallen from the world of all dreams and perfections.

She previously starred in “De l’autre côté du Périph” by David Charhon along with Laurent Lafitte 
and Omar Sy, and “Le quepa sur la Vilni” by Yann le Quellec along with Bernard Menez and 
Christophe.

And more... Fannie Brett ; THE DOCTOR : Chloé Gallen ;  ROUVIER : Michel Gibergues ; 
VICTOR : Guy Léonardi...



ABOUT THE TEAM

Above  all,  this  movie  is  a  collective  piece  of  work  made  by  
enthusiastic people, using a natural positive energy which was  
constantly renewed. Capturing those images was meant to keep  
on working in this constructive and friendly atmosphere and to  
pursue new projects in the future.
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SELECTIONS IN FESTIVALS

5th  Lousville  International  Festival  of  Film 
(USA) ; 8th Cyprus International Film Festival 
(Cyprus)  ;  4th  Corinthian  Peloponnesian 
Festival (Greece) ; « Honorable Mention »  in 
Santa  Monica  Festival  (USA)  ;  4th 
International Random Film Festival (Sweden) ; 
8th  «  Cinémabrut  »  Festival  of  Mouans-
Sartoux (France) ;  Screening in Cannes Film 
Festival – market (France).

OTHER SELECTIONS (short version)

Hyères  les  Palmiers  Festival  (France)  ; 
Independants' film festival of Florida (USA) ; 
Cannes  Film  Festival,  Short  Film  Corner 
(France) ; "In the Palace" Festival (Bulgaria) ; 
New  York  City  International  Film  Festival 
(USA)  ;  "Mars  Attaque  le  Court"  Festival 
(France)  ;  HollyShorts  film festival  (USA)  ; 
Roquefort-les-Pins  Festival  (France)  ; 
"Hellemmes  Le  Cinéma" Festival  (Lille, 
France)  ;  "Image  In  Cabestany"  Festival 
(France)  ;  Senlis  Festival  (France) ;  "Paul 
Simon" Festival (France) ; "La nouvelle séance 
de  Villeneuve"  (France)  ;  "Open  tout  court" 
(Paris, France) ; Cinema and Video Festival in 
Nice (France)

CONTACT

Ecriture, réalisation, production : 

Guillaume Levil

guillaumelevil@gmail.com

+336 74 75 44 05

Site : www.unelettrenesecritpas.fr

Teaser : http://youtu.be/-SBDWbBYZH0
IMDb : 
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3447343/
Facebook : 
www.facebook.com/unelettrenesecritpas
uniFrance : 
http://www.unifrance.org/film/35954/une-
lettre-ne-s-ecrit-pas
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